BALLASTED POWER PEAK™
GSHC KITS
Distributor Ground Mount Kits
BALLASTED POWER PEAK™ GSHC KITS
Commercial and Residential Ground Mount Kits

Increased Customer Retention
- Pre-engineered design = fast permitting
- Job site delivery by local trucks; no LTL hassles
- Competitive pricing
- Site optimized for 0, 20, 35, 60 psf snowloads
- Minimal ground prep
- Flexible design allows for immediate quoting

Greater Inventory Turns
- Only 7 SKUs for all configurations
- Configurable tables from 12 to 64 modules
- Local inventory = quicker delivery = more return customers
- Configurator tool available

Easy To Use
- No ground penetration
- Adjusts to rolling terrain
- Preassembly speeds installation
- Top access clamping
- 7-1/2” of vertical adjustment
- Ready to assemble on precast or poured-in-place concrete bases
- Quick configuration matrix

Quick Configuration Matrix
Contact Customer Service for a copy.

Five main components and attaching hardware.

- Strongback
- Ballast Block
- Rail
- C-Channel
  - Short
  - Long
- Adjustable Base
  - 5 Holes = 6 inch vertical adjustment
- 1-1/2” Vertical Adjustment
- C-Channel Adjustable Base
  - Adjustable base levels system using 4 threaded anchor bolts